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transferred to the new school. The building is divided into two floors,
of which the first includes a large waiting hall, lecture theatre
(fitted with an epidiascope), a dark room for. thirty students, and
luncheon rooms. The second floor is provided with a large museum,
liberally furnished with models, pictures, and stereoscopic views
of external diseases of the eye.. There are pathological specimens
and microscopical slides are also on exhibit. Attached to
the museum is a studio with a dark room. A library and a room
for practising operations upon dummy eyes are also provided.
The silver key used in formally opening the building had inscribed
upon it " In tenebras lucem."

The Illumination of- Mines

The interesting account 9f the discussion on the illumination of
mines which we were enabled to publish last month by the kindness
of the Illuminating Engineering Society, shed considerable light on
what expert opinion agreed in considering the best form of lamp.
That opinion was largely in favour of the electric lamp. The
discussion was, and naturally so, mainly confined to medical men
and representatives of lamp makers, and little was said about the
opinions of the user of the lamp, the miner himself. Mr. J. George
said that in one district in Scotland the miners have the best oil
lamp to go down with for nothing, but they prefer to pay 9d. per
week and have the electric lamp. If further corroboration of this
statement is needed it may be found in a note in the Electrical
Review for April 9th, p. 466, " Electric Lamps in Mines. As a
protest against the non-provision of electric lamps in the mine-
which they claim give more safety and a better light below ground
-1,400 men employed at the Tirpentwys Colliery, Pontypool,
have given a fortnight's notice to cease work." We are indebted
to the courtesy of Mr. L. Gaster, the Hon. Secretary of the
Illuminating Engineering Society, for the above reference. Although
it must be admitted that the miners are only too ready to strike
for any cause at the present time, the above statement would
certainly show that they approve of the electric lamp.

Cobalt Glass in Refraction Work
The use of cobalt glass as an occasional aid in refraction has

been known for many years, and is the subject of casual reference
in some text-books. It is usually spoken of as being of great
scientific interest but of little practical use; but occasionally in
dealing with intelligent patients it proves of great service. Its
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